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PUBG Mobile Play Excellent PUBG On Low And Medium Range Smartphones Android version of PUBG Mobile Lite The famous 'Battle Royale' Fun Summer Adventure Popular Battle Royale -- Now Android Free Fire - Battlefield Fast, Lightweight Battle Royale Find False... Before it's too late! Download Dragon Hills 2
APk 1.1.6 (Original) for Android. This is a crazy new zombie killing action game for mobile. In the game, you play a princess riding a dragon to destroy bloodthirsty zombies to save the kingdom. Dragon Hills 2 is the sequel to the game Princess's Dragon Revenge Dragon Hills. In the first part, the princess steals all the
gold from the dragon dungeon and ride the dragon to the scam prince restoration utilizing her to run away. And now, we meet this strong woman again in a whole new mission. The kingdom where the princess was born has a serious epidemic, turning healthy people into zombies. Now the only way is to kill all infected
people. And this time the princess continued to act. As for gameplay, Dragon Hills 2 doesn't change too much with its predecessor. Control the flying dragon again, you slide down the hill, dig deep into the ground and then rush down to destroy everything in the path of an action-packed adventure. You will find thrilling
lands, zombies, giants and magic filled with a lot of surprises. What are you waiting for? Get ready to accompany the brave princess on this super fun new trip! If the download doesn't start, here's how to install Dragon Hills 2 Original_v1.1.6_ApkModo.apk XAPK/APKS/APK File Dragon Hills 2 MOD APK - Zombies is
never an old topic for filmmakers producing blockbusters like Busan, MR Vampire, World War Z... And this is no exception for game developers, they have also created numerous good games. Content Table [ShowHide] Rebel Twins is an independent developer, whose focus is to develop high quality games for Android
and iOS. And the Rebel Twins have got us a great game and have cleverly exploited this subject. After a successful installation with nearly 50 million installations, the company continues to develop and release dragon hills 2, a zombie killing game. Part 2 of Dragon Hills Dragon Hills 2 follows the story of a brave princess
as she stands up to fight the evil forces of the world. Years after the defeat of the dark forces, peace is back for the world, and shortly afterwards the world is facing disaster. Disease spreads everywhere, turning ordinary people into strange dangerous zombies. In addition, zombies are exploited by aliens trying to invade
earth.Once again the fire dragon wakes up sleepy, the princess decides to go to destroy the zombies and find the aliens behind the incident ... Convert to gameplay Princess, the player's mission is to control the fire dragon to clean up, destroy all enemies to disturb all enemies. This dragon doesn't have wings, so in order
to move, you have to control the dragon to the ground and fly away and destroy anything that gets in the way. You need to take advantage of this movement to avoid zombie obstacles and firepower, as well as attack the enemy in unexpected ways. The control mechanism of the game is simplified, and the player must
tell the dragon to dive across the ground and fly by touch of the screen to release the touch. With just two tasks, you can destroy everything in your path and attack armed zombies, remember to collect your own brain to complete your objectives. Along the challenging path, you can meet laser shields on rooftops and toxic
green ponds. When you hit it, your fire dragon is crushed bone and game. Zombies armed with weapons will constantly attack if they detect a firing dragon in sight. It also happens that at the end of each level, a boss is harassing the portal at that level. It is much stronger and has more intelligence than many other
zombies. The only way to level up next is to kill the zombie boss. Upgrade your power to fire dragons, higher levels, more zombies and more dangers, so how to fight them? Fortunately, the game has an upgrade system that helps players upgrade the power of fire dragons and princesses. Improve all defenses, attack
quotes and unlock special skills. On a small note, gold and gold collected on the road are the ingredients to successfully upgrade. So don't miss any gold coins.2D Graphics Dragon Hills 2 is based on the 2D version, the same as version one, but still attractive to any player. Background design, characters, fire dragons,
zombies, all drawn in cute and fun cartoon style. In addition, the explosion effect is very monumental and beautiful. In addition, the sound of the game is well invested in eloquent sound when destroyed. Mod Apk version of Dragon Hills 2MOD Features No Money Notes: Complete one level to get coins in mod version!
Download Dragon Hills 2 MOD APK for Android and it can be said that Dragon Hills 2 is a very good entertainment game for free time with relatively simple gameplay and dynamic sound. You can download it to the game via the link below. Dragon Hills 2 Mode (Unlimited Money) - Zombies have never been an old topic
for moviegoers, and are no exception for game developers, including BosonGicha, MR Vampire, World War Z, and game developers. Rebel Twins is an independent developer focused on developing high-quality games for Android and iOS. And the Rebel Twins have easily exploited this topic to give us a great game.
After successfully operating with nearly 50 million installations, the company Dragon Hills 2, zombie killing game is very attractive. Dragon Hills Dragon Hills 2's 2 brothers follow the story of a brave princess who stands to fight evil forces in the world. Years after the defeat of the dark forces, we bring the world back to
peace. The disease spreads strangely everywhere and becomes a dangerous zombie for the common people. In addition, zombies are exploited by aliens trying to invade earth. Once again, the sleeping flames flashed, and the princess went to destroy the zombies and vowed to find the aliens behind the incident.
Transformed into a brave princess, the story is about overcoming a fiery dragon to stop all enemies. This dragon does not have wings, so in order to move, the player must control and fly the dragon from the ground, destroying everything that stops him. You need to take advantage of this movement to avoid zombie
obstacles and firepower, as well as attack the enemy unexpectedly. The control mechanism of the game is simple, the player must touch the screen so that he can dive across the ground and ask the flying dragon to touch him. With just two operations, you've got to eliminate everything in your path and attack armed
zombies, remember to combine your own minds to meet your targets. On the road to challenge and power, you can meet laser shields on the roof and poisonous green pool. When it hits, your fire dragon will crush the game with raw bones. Zombies equipped with weapons will attack permanently if they detect a spark of



flame in their eyes. It also happens that bosses bully portals at this level at the end of each level. It is stronger and has more intelligence than most other zombies. The only way to get to the next level is to kill the zombie boss. Higher levels, more zombies and more danger, so how to cope with them? Fortunately, the
game has an upgrade system that helps players upgrade the power of fire dragons and princesses. Improve all defenses and unlock attack quotes and special skills. One small note is the successful upgrade of gold coins on the road. So don't lose any gold coins. 2D but attractive graphics Dragon Hills 2 has the same
version but is still based on a 2D version that is attractive to all players. Background design, characters, fire dragons, zombies, all made in beautiful and fun cartoon style. In addition, the explosion effect is very memorable and beautiful. Not only that, but it is well funded when sound completes the game. Dragon Hills 2 is
a very good fun game for free time with relatively simple gameplay and lively sound. You can download Dragon Hills 2 from your device via the link below. Dragon Hills 2 is one of the popular games that if you like endless running games, we think you should try rebel twin companies produced by the Android platform.
Your goal is to move so far In the section you have to reach a high score, you control the characters and dragons. Because of financial difficulties and general difficulties inside the game. Therefore, mod APK provides no money. So you can easily develop your heroes, dragons and features. Your special abilities, different
dragons, zombies and more are waiting for you. Dragon Hills 2 current release bug fixes. The graphics are 2D and the sound quality is good. Controls can be provided with two fingers. To unlock the full version of Google Play Apk Download Mode APK, if the item still has a lock tag, you need to jump out of the store
interface and then click to buy the click item while you can Page 2 Root Required: No Version: 1.1.5 |  Size:65.95 MB Size 66MB Version 1.1.5 Version Code 16 Lang af am ar az bg bs cs da de el en-AU en-GB en-IN es-US et eu fa fi fr-CA gl gu hi hr hu hy in is it iw ja ka kk km kn ko ky lo lt lv ml mn mr ms my nb ne n b
ne pa pl pt-BR pt-PT ro ro ru si sk sq sr-Ratn sv sw ta te th tr uk uz vi zh-CN zh-HK zh-TW zu permission internet WRITE_EXTERNAL_STORAGE READ_EXTERNAL_STORAGE READ_EXTERNAL_STORAGE billing ACCESS_NETWORK_STATE permission other: the application can open the network socket. Allows
the application to access information about the network. Storage: Allows applications to write to external storage. The application can be read from an external repository. The application can be read from an external repository. Min Sdk 16 Min Sdk Android 4.1 =4.1=4.1.11 (JELLY_BEAN) Target Sdk 28 Target Sdk 28
Multi-Window Support Screen Small, Normal, large, xlarge CPU armeabi-v7a open Gl Int 0 all density yes density support 120, 160, 213, 213, 240, 320, 60, 40 8, 40, 40 80 screen features. Not functional using touch screen hardware features: The application uses a global system for mobile communication (GSM) phone
radio systems. The app uses the device's default 2-point multi-touch features such as pinch gestures, but the app does not need to track touch independently. This is a superset of android.hardware.touchscreen features. The app uses the device's advanced multi-touch capabilities to independently track two or more
points. This is a superset of android.hardware.touchscreen.multitouch features. E89B158E4BCF988EBD9EB8F5378E87 Signature 61ED377E85D386A8DFEE6B84BDD85BBA5A5AF81 Shah256
A40DA80A559D170CAA9501501501501501501501501501500150015001500CF50150150Cf50150150Cf50150150CF50150Cf501500501500 26989D8B640ECD745BA71BF5DC February 29 02:33:06 Valid until 46 CET 2008: Tue 17 July 03:33:46 CEST 2035 Serial number 936eacbe07f201df Android Orandroid
Organization Android Region Star View Country California 10%
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